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ABSTRACT
Context. The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) is revolutionising the search for planets orbiting bright and nearby stars.
In sectors 3 and 4, TESS observed TOI-402 (TIC-120896927), a bright V=9.1 K1 dwarf also known as HD 15337, and found two
transiting signals with periods of 4.76 and 17.18 days and radii of 1.90 and 2.21 R⊕, respectively. This star was observed prior to the
TESS detection as part of the radial-velocity (RV) search for planets using the HARPS spectrometer, and 85 precise RV measurements
were obtained before the launch of TESS over a period of 14 years.
Aims. In this paper, we analyse the HARPS RV measurements in hand to confirm the planetary nature of these two signals.
Methods. HD 15337 happens to present a stellar activity level similar to the Sun, with a magnetic cycle of similar amplitude and
RV measurements that are affected by stellar activity. By modelling this stellar activity in the HARPS radial velocities using a linear
dependence with the calcium activity index log(R′HK), we are able, with a periodogram approach, to confirm the periods and the
planetary nature of TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02. We then derive robust estimates from the HARPS RVs for the orbital parameters
of these two planets by modelling stellar activity with a Gaussian process and using the marginalised posterior probability density
functions obtained from our analysis of TESS photometry for the orbital period and time of transit.
Results. By modelling TESS photometry and the stellar host characteristics, we find that TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02 have pe-
riods of 4.75642±0.00021 and 17.1784±0.0016 days and radii of 1.70±0.06 and 2.52±0.11 R⊕ (precision 3.6 and 4.2%), respec-
tively. By analysing the HARPS RV measurements, we find that those planets are both super-Earths with masses of 7.20±0.81 and
8.79±1.68 M⊕ (precision 11.3 and 19.1%), and small eccentricities compatible with zero at 2σ.
Conclusions. Although having rather similar masses, the radii of these two planets are very different, putting them on different sides
of the radius gap. By studying the temporal evolution under X-ray and UV (XUV) driven atmospheric escape of the TOI-402 planetary
system, we confirm, under the given assumptions, that photo-evaporation is a plausible explanation for this radius difference. Those
two planets, being in the same system and therefore being in the same irradiation environment are therefore extremely useful for
comparative exoplanetology across the evaporation valley and thus bring constraints on the mechanisms responsible for the radius
gap.
Key words. Techniques: RVs – Techniques: spectroscopy – Stars: Activity – Stars: indiv: HD 15337 – Stars: individual: TOI-402–
Stars: individual: TIC-120896927
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1. Introduction
The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS, Ricker et al.
2015) is revolutionising the field of exoplanets by detecting
such bodies transiting bright and nearby stars. This allows for
ground-based spectroscopic follow-up studies to be performed
to first confirm those planets and then obtain their densities,
which is needed to understand planetary formation. Planets tran-
siting bright stars are also extremely interesting for ground- and
space-based follow-up observations aimed at studying their at-
mospheres by using transmission or emission spectroscopy.
TESS will observe nearly the whole sky in a two-year pe-
riod, implying that most of the targets observed until now in
blind radial-velocity (RV) surveys for exoplanets will be mea-
sured (e.g. Π Men, Huang et al. 2018; Gandolfi et al. 2018).
This is the case for TOI-402 (TIC ID 120896927), also known
as HD 15337, for which a significant number of HARPS obser-
vations were obtained. TESS found two transiting candidates or-
biting around this star, and the goal of this paper is to confirm
them using the publicly available HARPS observations. Note
that an independent analysis of the same planetary system using
the same data can be found in (Gandolfi et al. 2019). The results
from this paper are consistent with the analysis performed here.
In Sect. 2, we describe the photometric and spectroscopic ob-
servations obtained by TESS and HARPS. In Sect. 3, we analyse
those data to confirm the two planets found by TESS and to ob-
tain good constraints on their radius and mass. We finally discuss
our results and conclude in Sect. 4.
2. Observations
2.1. TESS photometry
TOI-402 was observed by TESS in two-minute cadence mode
during sectors 3 and 4, that is between September 22 and
November 15, 2018. The target appeared on camera 2 and CCDs
3 and 4 for sectors 3 and 4, respectively. Nine transits of TOI-
402.01 and three of TOI-402.02 were detected in the two sectors,
with depths of 406 and 609 ppm with a S/N of 10.4 and 10.7, re-
spectively1 (Jenkins et al. 2017; Twicken et al. 2018).
In Sect. 3.2, we analyse the data publicly available on
MAST (https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/
Clients/Mast/Portal.html), which were reduced by the
Science Processing Operations Center pipeline (Jenkins et al.
2016; Jenkins 2017; Jenkins et al. 2017). For our transit
modelling in Sect. 3.2, we used the raw light curve based on
the Pre-search Data Conditioning Simple Aperture Photometry
(PDCSAP, Twicken et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2012; Stumpe et al.
2014).
Send offprint requests to: Xavier Dumusque, e-mail:
xavier.dumusque@unige.ch
? Based on observations made with the HARPS instrument on the
ESO 3.6 m telescope at La Silla Observatory under the GTO program
072.C-0488(E) and Large programs 183.C-0972(A), 192.C-0852(A),
196.C-1006 and 198.C-0836(A).
?? The HARPS RV measurements discussed in this paper are available
in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
(130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/.
1 We note that those S/N and transit depths are given by the Science
Processing Operations Center (SPOC) pipeline transit search detection
statistics and are based on sector 4 data only.
2.2. High-resolution spectroscopy with HARPS
The star HD 15337 was observed with HARPS on the ESO
3.6m telescope in La Silla, Chile, between December 2003 and
September 2017. Those observations were gathered in the frame-
work of the HARPS guaranteed time observation (GTO) and
subsequent high-precision large programs (LP) obtained on open
time. We note that the GTO and subsequent LP observations lead
to the discovery of a large number of super-Earths and Neptunes
orbiting nearby solar-type stars (e.g. Lovis et al. 2009; Mayor
et al. 2011; Udry et al. 2019).
Out of a total of 87 spectra available on the ESO archive, 85
passed the quality control of the HARPS Data Reduction Soft-
ware (DRS). The S/N of the spectra at 550 nm ranges between 47
and 142 for a photon-noise RV precision of 0.56 and 1.59 m s−1,
respectively. The observations were performed with two differ-
ent configurations of the HARPS instrument, with circular fibre
before June 1, 2015 (BJDUTC = 2457174.5), and octagonal fi-
bres after that. This change of optical fibres induced an offset in
the RV time-series that depends on the stellar spectral type and is
difficult to determine beforehand at the level of meter per second
or below (Lo Curto et al. 2015) and therefore, it must be taken
into account by adjusting an additional free parameter. In the RV
data of HD 15337, the difference between the median of the data
before and after June 1, 2015, is 42.4 m s−1. After correcting for
this offset, the RV residuals are left with a RV rms of 4.37 m s−1,
much higher than the photon noise uncertainty, pointing towards
the presence of extra signals in the data of stellar or planetary
origin.
We re-reduced the 85 spectra using the latest and very re-
cent version of the DRS that includes a better wavelength solu-
tion owing to the consideration of the CCD stitching (Dumusque
et al. 2015; Coffinet et al. 2019) and publish the new extracted
RVs and log(R′HK) at the CDS. Coffinet et al. (2019) demon-
strated that HARPS data derived with this new DRS are of much
better quality. In the case of HD 15337, this new version of the
DRS gives very similar results to those from the previous one for
the RV data before the change of the fibres (rms of the RV differ-
ence 0.3 m s−1); however, the differences are significant for the
data gathered after, the rms of the RV difference being 1.6 m s−1.
As the data after June 1, 2015, represent 40% of the measure-
ments, using the data derived with this latest version of the DRS
has a significant impact on precision.
We note that all the HARPS publicly available data are cur-
rently being re-reduced with this latest version of the DRS at the
Astronomy Department of the University of Geneva. Those data
will be made available to the community through the Data and
Analysis Center for Exoplanets web platform (DACE, https:
//dace.unige.ch).
3. Analysis and Results
3.1. Stellar parameters and chemical abundances
The stellar atmospheric parameters (Teff , log g, micro-turbulence
and [Fe/H]) and respective error bars were derived using the
methodology described in Sousa (2014) and Santos et al. (2013).
We make use of the equivalent widths (EWs) of well-selected
iron lines. For this relatively cool star we used the appropri-
ate line list presented in Tsantaki et al. (2013). The equivalent
widths were measured for the combined HARPS spectrum of
TOI-402 using the ARES v2 code2 (Sousa et al. 2007, 2015),
2 The last version of ARES code (ARES v2) can be downloaded at
http://www.astro.up.pt/∼sousasag/ares
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and we assume ionisation and excitation equilibrium. The pro-
cess makes use of a grid of Kurucz model atmospheres (Kurucz
1993) and the radiative-transfer code MOOG (Sneden 1973).
As discussed in the references above, this method provides ef-
fective temperatures in excellent agreement with values derived
using the infra-red flux method (Casagrande et al. 2006, 2010)
and which are independent of the derived surface gravity (Tor-
res et al. 2012). The resulting values for Teff , log g, micro-
turbulence, and [Fe/H] can be found in Table 1.
Stellar abundances of the elements were also derived using
the same tools and models as for stellar parameter determination,
as well as using the classical curve-of-growth analysis method
assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium. Although the EWs
of the spectral lines were automatically measured with ARES,
for the elements with fewer than four lines available we per-
formed careful visual inspection of the EW measurements. For
the derivation of chemical abundances of refractory elements
we closely followed the methods described in Adibekyan et al.
(2015). The final abundances derived, which are fully compat-
ible with the ones found in the Hypatia catalogue (https://
www.hypatiacatalog.com, Hinkel et al. 2014), can be found
in Table 1. When comparing the chemical composition with stars
of similar atmospheric parameters in the solar neighbourhood
(Adibekyan et al. 2012), we find that TOI-402 has typical prop-
erties for a thin disc star.
3.2. Analysis of TESS photometry
We performed the analysis of the TESS photometry using EXO-
FASTv2 (Eastman 2017; Eastman et al. 2013) to jointly model
the light curve and the host star. We imposed priors on the stellar
model generated by Mesa isochrones and stellar tracks (MIST,
Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016) using the spectral parameters de-
rived in Sect. 3.1, the photometry in the spectral band-passes de-
tailed in Table 1, and the Gaia parallax shown in the same table.
We removed the long-timescale variations due to stellar ac-
tivity from the TESS light curve of TOI-402 using a moving
polynomial, as applied for K2 photometry by Giles et al. (2018).
This method consists of fitting a sliding polynomial which at
each sliding step fits a large fraction of the light curve ("win-
dow") but only divides this model out of a small section ("step
size"). This prevents the method from being sensitive to side ef-
fects common with polynomials. In our analysis, we used a third-
order polynomial with a step size of 0.1 day and a window size
of 5 days. To ensure the result is not jagged, the step size must be
significantly smaller than the window size. To preserve the tran-
sit depth during this smoothing process, and therefore prevent
biasing the final derived planetary radius, we need to perform
outlier rejection from the polynomial fit. This is done by doing
a 3σ cut of positive outliers and selecting a Xσ cut on negative
outliers, where X is chosen so that Xσ is larger than the deepest
transit.
When fitting a light curve, EXOFASTv2 uses 31 free param-
eters. We placed Gaussian priors on Teff , log(g), [Fe/H], and
parallax based on our spectral analysis and Gaia results (see
Sect. 3.1 and Table 1). We placed loose constraints on the pe-
riod, epoch, and transit depth to prevent the Monte Carlo Markov
Chain (MCMC) sampler from entering poor fitting areas of pa-
rameter space and left the remaining parameters free. The planet
orbits are considered non-eccentric.
For the final MCMC analysis run we used the output values
from an initial analysis as starting values. We used a maximum
of 50,000 steps and up to 50 independent chains. While run-
ning, EXOFASTv2 uses the Gelman-Rubin (GR) statistic (Gel-
Table 1. Stellar properties for TOI-402
Property Value Reference
Names
TOI TOI-402 TESS
TIC ID 120896927 TESS
HD 15337 –
2MASS ID J02272838-2738064 2MASS
Gaia ID DR2 5068777809824976256 Gaia
Astrometric properties
Parallax (mas) 22.2918±0.0349 Gaia+
Distance (pc) 44.86±0.07 Gaia+
Photometric properties
B-V 0.86 Tycho
B (mag) 9.95±0.03 Tycho
V (mag) 9.09±0.02 Tycho
G (mag) 8.8560±0.0002 Gaia
T (mag) 8.27±0.02 TESS
J (mag) 7.55±0.02 2MASS
H (mag) 7.22±0.04 2MASS
Ks (mag) 7.04±0.02 2MASS
W1 (mag) 6.92±0.05 WISE
W2 (mag) 7.05±0.02 WISE
W3 (mag) 7.01±0.02 WISE
W4 (mag) 6.92±0.07 WISE
Spectroscopic properties
Spectral type K1V Houk & Fuentes-Williams (1982)
Teff (K) 5131±74 see Sect. 3.1
log g 4.37±0.13 see Sect. 3.1
ξt 0.87±0.13 see Sect. 3.1
[Fe/H] 0.03±0.04 see Sect. 3.1
[NaI/H] 0.12±0.08 see Sect. 3.1
[MgI/H] 0.10±0.07 see Sect. 3.1
[AlI/H] 0.11±0.06 see Sect. 3.1
[S iI/H] 0.05±0.07 see Sect. 3.1
[CaI/H] -0.03±0.10 see Sect. 3.1
[S cII/H] 0.04±0.08 see Sect. 3.1
[TiI/H] 0.10±0.10 see Sect. 3.1
[CrI/H] 0.05±0.08 see Sect. 3.1
[NiI/H] 0.07±0.04 see Sect. 3.1
Bulk properties
Mass (M) 0.851+0.042−0.034 (4.9%) see Sect. 3.2
Radius (R) 0.839+0.018−0.016 see Sect. 3.2
Luminosity (L) 0.472+0.023−0.024 see Sect. 3.2
Age (Gyr) 7.5+4.2−4.4 see Sect. 3.2
Activity
<log(R′HK)> -4.91 see Sect. 3.3
Prot (days) 36.55 see Sect. 3.3
Notes. (+) F or completeness, we adjusted the parallax by +0.07 mas
based on the systematic offsets reported by Stassun & Torres (2018)
and by Zinn et al. (2018). Both studies find the Gaia DR2 parallaxes to
be too small by 0.06∼0.08 mas from benchmark eclipsing binary and
asteroseismic stars within ∼1 kpc.
man & Rubin 1992), which compares the within and between
chain variances to assess convergence, and Tz, the number of in-
dependent draws to assess if the chains have converged. Upon
reaching a GR < 1.01 and Tz > 1000 for a sufficient number of
draws, EXOFASTv2 considers the chains converged and stops.
In our analysis, this was reached after 27,500 steps. To get the fi-
nal marginalised posterior probability function densities for each
parameter, the chains were merged together.
We present the results of the stellar fit in Table 1 and Fig. 1,
and the system parameters derived from TESS photometry in Ta-
ble 2. We note that to test that the smoothing method removing
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long-term variation in the light curve due to stellar activity was
not perturbing the transit depth of both planets, we ran EXO-
FASTv2 with and without this smoothing. Both runs gave tran-
sit depths that differ by no more than 17 ppm, that is, less than
the transit depth uncertainties, implying that the smoothing does
not bias the final planetary radius. We also compared the results
of analyses with eccentricity fixed at zero and using the value
and uncertainties given by the RV analysis as the prior. The re-
sults were entirely consistent between the two and therefore we
present the results of the analysis with fixed eccentricity.
Comparing our results for the time of transit, orbital period,
and transit depth with the values found by the Science Processing
Operations Center (SPOC) data validation (DV) analysis3, we
find that our values are compatible with the SPOC DV analysis
within 1σ for the time of transit and orbital period of both plan-
ets. The transit depths of both planets are compatible to within
2σ. Our re-analysis of TESS photometry gives in all cases a bet-
ter precision than the values found on ExoFOP.
3.3. Stellar rotation and activity
To probe the activity of HD 15337, we analysed the calcium
log(R′HK) time-series derived from the HARPS data-reduction
software. The log(R′HK) is an observable derived from the S-
index, which is itself a measurement of the emission in the
core of the Ca ii H and K lines normalised to nearby pseudo-
continuum (Vaughan et al. 1978). Because the level of those
pseudo-continuum is dependant on spectral type, the S-index
value cannot be compared between different stars without cor-
recting for the stellar bolometric luminosity, which is per-
formed in the log(R′HK) (Noyes et al. 1984). We note that the
log(R′HK) derived from the HARPS pipeline has been calibrated
to deliver similar result to those of the band-pass photometer of
the Mount-Wilson project (Vaughan et al. 1978).
As can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 2, HD 15337
presents a magnetic cycle. When fitting a sinusoidal signal to
the log(R′HK), we find a period of 7 years, that is, shorter than the
solar magnetic cycle. However, we must note that this period is
not well constrained. The amplitude of this cycle is comparable
to the Sun with log(R′HK) values ranging from −5.0 to −4.85 with
a mean value of −4.91. To see if we can detect any activity on
the rotational period timescale, we applied a low-pass filter to
the log(R′HK) using the algorithm described in Rybicki & Press
(1995) and selecting a cutting frequency at 1000 days−1. By re-
moving this long-timescale variation from the raw log(R′HK), we
obtained the time-series seen in the middle panel of Fig.2, which
we refer to as the high-frequency log(R′HK) time-series in the rest
of the paper. A generalized Lomb-Scargle periodogram (GLS,
Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) of this time-series is seen in the
bottom of the same figure. A significant peak, with a p-value
smaller than 0.01% and a period of 36.55 days, reveals the stellar
rotational period of the star (Prot). Using the relation from Ma-
majek & Hillenbrand (2008) to estimate rotation periods from
the colour index B−V and the mean log(R′HK) level, we predict
a rotation period of 43 ± 5 days, which is compatible with our
measurement within 1.5σ. We are therefore confident that 36.55
3 those values can be found on ExoFOP (https://exofop.ipac.
caltech.edu/tess/target.php?id=120896927). We note how-
ever that the ExoFOP value for the period of TOI-402.02 is coming
from somewhere else as the SPOC DV state 17.18187±0.00304 days
and not 17.2148 days. To perform the comparison with our results, we
used the results from the SPOC DV analysis
days is the stellar rotation period measured at the average lati-
tude where active regions are present.
From this analysis of stellar activity, we expect the RVs to
be affected on timescales similar to the stellar rotation period,
and we also expect a small long-term contribution with an am-
plitude of ∼ 4 m s−1due to the stellar magnetic cycle (Lovis et al.
2011). We note that the RV signal induced by TOI-402.02 with
an orbital period of 17.17 days might be significantly affected by
activity as it is close to half the stellar rotation period. Indeed,
we know from simulations (e.g. Boisse et al. 2011) and observa-
tions that activity signals appear at the stellar rotational period
and respective harmonics (Prot, Prot/2, Prot/3, Prot/4).
3.4. Radial-velocity analysis
3.4.1. Preliminary periodogram analysis
To search for the signals of TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02, the
two planet candidates that TESS found orbiting HD 15337, we
analysed the HARPS RVs using a periodogram approach. To
consider stellar activity and possible long-term drift in the data
due to long-period planets or stellar companions, we first fitted
a model including a linear dependence with the low-pass filtered
log(R′HK) time-series (see Sect. 3.3 and top panel of Fig. 2), the
high-frequency log(R′HK) time-series (see Sect. 3.3 and the mid-
dle panel of Fig 2), and a second-order polynomial. In addition,
we added an offset to adjust the change of HARPS fibres on
June 1, 2015. The model that best fits the data using a linear
least square can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 3. The middle
panel of the same figure shows the GLS periodogram of the RV
residuals, which highlight a significant signal corresponding to
TOI-402.01 with a p−value of 0.03%, an estimated amplitude of
2.8 m s−1, and a period of 4.76 days, fully compatible with the
period found by TESS
In a second step, we added to the previous model a Keplerian
model to account for the signal found at 4.76 days. Before per-
forming a least square on this new model which is non-linear, we
require good initial guesses for all the parameters. For the offset,
polynomial drift, and linear dependence with activity, we used as
initial conditions the best values found in the precedent fit. For
the Keplerian model, the period is fixed to the value found in the
periodogram, in this case 4.76 days. The eccentricity and mean
anomaly are estimated using the amplitude and phase of the sig-
nals found at 4.76 days and half of this period, as described in
Delisle et al. (2016). The initial guess for the amplitude of the
Keplerian signal is obtained by fixing the period, the eccentricity
and mean anomaly to the values guessed above and by perform-
ing a linear least square on the RV residuals of the previous fit.
We then use the scipy.optimize least_squares algorithm to find
the best parameters for this new model including the TOI-402.01
Keplerian signal. The GLS periodogram of the RV residuals of
this new fit can be found in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. We see
in this periodogram the signal of TOI-402.02 with a p−value of
0.47%, an amplitude of 2.2 m s−1, and a period of 17.17 days.
After finding this second signal, we adopted a new model in-
cluding the original one plus two Keplerian signals. We found
the initial conditions for the Keplerian parameters in the same
way as described above and performed a new least square min-
imisation. We show the best-fit model in the top panel of Fig. 4.
In the two second-row panels, we show the phase curves for the
two Keplerian signals corresponding to TOI-402.01 and TOI-
402.02. The two last panels of the same figure show the RV
residuals and their corresponding GLS periodogram. It is clear
that no other significant signals are found in the data.
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Fig. 1. Left: Full PDCSAP light curve from TESS after removing the smoothing model described in Sect. 3.2. The grey points represent the raw
measurements, while the blue dots are the same data binned over 10 minutes. The model showing the best fit to the light curve with two planets
corresponding to TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02 is shown as the black curve. Middle: Light curve phase-folded in phase to highlight the transit of
TOI-402.01 and the best-fit model. Right: As in the middle plot, but for TOI-402.02.
Table 2. Parameters for the TOI-402 planetary system derived from our TESS photometry analysis using EXOFASTv2.
Symbol Parameter (Unit) TOI-402.01 TOI-402.02
P Period (days) 4.75642+0.00021−0.00020 17.1784
+0.0016
−0.0015
RP Radius (RJup) 0.1516+0.0055−0.0053 (3.6%) 0.2250
+0.0095
−0.0091 (4.2%)
RP Radius (R⊕) 1.699+0.062−0.059 2.522
+0.106
−0.102
Tc Optimal conjunction Time (BJDTDB-2400000) 58411.46202+0.00071−0.00083 58414.5500 ± 0.0012
a Semi-major axis (AU) 0.05245+0.00085−0.00072 0.1235
+0.0020
−0.0017
i Inclination (Degrees) 88.36+0.36−0.30 (0.4%) 88.413
+0.055
−0.054 (0.06%)
Teq Equilibrium temperature (K) 1006+13−14 656.1
+8.4
−9.0
RP/R∗ Radius of planet in stellar radii 0.01856 ± 0.00048 0.02754+0.00091−0.00090
a/R∗ Semi-major axis in stellar radii 13.43+0.35−0.33 31.63
+0.82
−0.77
δ Transit depth 0.000344 ± 0.000018 0.000758+0.000051−0.000049
T14 Total transit duration (days) 0.1064+0.0015−0.0016 0.0930 ± 0.0023
TFWHM FWHM transit duration (days) 0.1041+0.0015−0.0017 0.0830 ± 0.0027
b Transit Impact parameter 0.386+0.061−0.078 0.876
+0.010
−0.011
Wavelength considered: TESS band-pass
u1 linear limb-darkening coeff 0.389+0.037−0.036
u2 quadratic limb-darkening coeff 0.220 ± 0.036
Our preliminary modelling of the RVs of HD 15337 reveals
the presence of two super-Earths, with masses of 7.1 and 9.1 M⊕,
periods of 4.76 and 17.17 days, and eccentricities of 0.10 and
0.21 for TOI-402.01 and 402.02, respectively. The RV residuals
after removing our best fit still have a RV rms of 2.17 m s−1,
much higher than the precision of the HARPS spectrograph,
below 1 m s−1, and the average photon noise RV error of the
HD 15337 data, 0.9 m s−1. Therefore, although no significant co-
herent signal is left in the RV residuals, stellar signal is not fully
mitigated. This motivates the use in the following section of a
more complex model to account for the correlated noise induced
by stellar activity.
We note that we tried to remove from our model the linear
dependence with the short-term log(R′HK) in order to analyse the
impact of stellar activity on the derived planetary solutions. The
two planets can still be found, although with larger p−values.
The stellar rotation period is more significant in the RV residuals
of the full model with a p−value of 3.44%. Finally, the eccentric-
ities of TOI-402.01 and 402.02 are larger, 0.29 and 0.42, respec-
tively, which is uncommon for small planets on short-period or-
bits. This analysis of the RVs of HD 15337, without considering
short-term stellar activity, shows that the planetary signals are
perturbed by stellar activity, and therefore it should be taken into
consideration to obtain robust orbital solutions for TOI-402.01
and TOI-402.02.
This preliminary analysis of the RV data of TOI-402 con-
firms the two planetary candidates detected by TESS. Although
the signal for TOI-402.01 is strong and the RV data alone are suf-
ficient to confirm the planet, the second signal at 17.17 days has
a p−value of 0.47% and is not at the 0.1% threshold generally
required to claim a confident detection. Of course, the a priori
knowledge that a 17.17-day transiting signal is found in TESS
data validates the planetary nature of this signal.
3.4.2. Mitigating stellar activity in log(R′HK) using a Gaussian
process regression
When RV data are significantly affected by stellar activity, it is
common to use either a Gaussian process regression model (GP,
e.g. Haywood et al. 2014; Grunblatt et al. 2015; Rajpaul et al.
2015; Faria et al. 2016; Jones et al. 2017; Damasso et al. 2018)
or a moving average regression model (e.g. Tuomi & Anglada-
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Fig. 2. log(R′HK) time-series analysis for HD 15337. Top: Raw time-
series and low-pass filter shown as the green line. Blue points represent
the data obtained before the change of fibre on June 1, 2015, and orange
points show the data obtained afterwards. Middle: log(R′HK) residual
time-series after removing the contribution of the low-pass filter. We
refer to this time-series as the high-frequency log(R′HK) in the rest of
the paper. Bottom: Periodogram of the log(R′HK) residuals with the 0.1%
p−value shown as the horizontal red line. A significant peak appears at
36.5 days corresponding to the stellar rotation period of HD 15337.
Escudé 2013; Tuomi 2014; Feng et al. 2016, 2017) to account
for the correlated signal induced by stellar activity. These two
techniques have been shown to be the most efficient at mitigating
stellar activity while looking for planetary signals (Dumusque
et al. 2017).
In this section, we use a GP regression model to account for
stellar activity. It is common in the case of good photometry to
first train the GP on photometry to obtain good constraints on its
hyper-parameters and then to use those constraints as priors for a
GP regression model applied to the RV data set. This is possible
with Kepler, due to photometric time-series spanning many stel-
lar rotation periods. However, in the case of HD 15337, TESS ob-
tained a photometric time-series spanning a total of only 51 days,
representing less than two full rotational periods of the star, es-
timated to be 36.55 days (see Sect. 3.3). In addition, the TESS
photometric time-series in not contemporaneous with the RV
measurements and therefore the covariance observed in photom-
etry might be different from the one present in the RV data. We
therefore decided to use the log(R′HK) time-series extracted from
HARPS spectra. The log(R′HK) time-series is affected by a long-
term magnetic cycle. Here, we want to model with the GP re-
gression only the rotational modulation induced by stellar activ-
ity, and therefore we analysed the high-frequency log(R′HK) time-
series discussed in Sect. 3.3 and shown in the middle panel of
Fig. 2.
For our GP regression, we tested two different kernels. First
a simple squared exponential (SE) kernel, which takes into ac-
count correlations between points inversely proportional to dis-
tance, and a more complex quasi-periodic (QP) kernel which
adds a periodic component to it and therefore is often used to
model the semi-periodic signals induced by stellar activity that
decorrelates with time due to active regions evolving on the sur-
face of a star (e.g. Pont et al. 2013; Haywood et al. 2014; López-
Morales et al. 2016; Cloutier et al. 2017; Astudillo-Defru et al.
2017; Bonfils et al. 2018; Díaz et al. 2019). These two kernels
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Fig. 3. Top: Fit composed of an offset to account for the change of
fibres on June 1, 2015, a second-order polynomial drift, a linear depen-
dence with the low-pass, and the high-frequency log(R′HK) times series,
over-plotted on the raw RVs of HD 15337 Middle: GLS periodogram
of the RV residuals after fitting the model shown in the top panel. The
planetary signal of TOI-402.01 is significant at 4.76 days. Bottom: GLS
periodogram of the RV residuals after fitting the model shown in the top
panel in addition to the signal of TOI-402.01. The signal of TOI-402.02
at 17.17 days appears in this periodogram, however with a moderate
significance of 0.5%.
result in covariance matrices of the following forms:
Ki j, S E = A2log(R′HK) exp
[
− (ti − t j)
2
2τ2
]
+ δi j(σ2i + s
2
log(R′HK)
), (1)
Ki j,QP = A2log(R′HK) exp
[
− (ti − t j)
2
2τ2
− Γ2 sin2
(
pi
Prot
|ti − t j|
)]
(2)
+ δi j(σ2i + s
2
log(R′HK)
),
where Alog(R′HK) is the amplitude of the GP regression modelling
the high-frequency log(R′HK), τ is the de-correlation timescale,
Prot is the stellar rotational period, and Γ is the scale of the cor-
relation (e.g. Rasmussen 2006). The last term in both kernels
takes into account white noise in the data, which has for vari-
ance the sum between the log(R′HK) photon noise variance σ
2
i
and a parameter s2log(R′HK) that accounts for additional white noise.
In addition to this covariance, a constant will be adjusted to the
high-frequency log(R′HK) time-series to adjust for the mean.
We used the george package (Foreman-Mackey 2015) for
building the covariance and predicting the GP regression on the
log(R′HK) time-series and the emcee package (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) for sampling, using the affine invariant MCMC en-
semble sampler (Goodman & Weare 2010) and the marginalised
posterior probability density functions (PDF) of the model pa-
rameters with the goal of maximising a defined likelihood func-
tion. In the case of a covariance matrix where elements outside
of the diagonal are not null, as is the case here with our GP quasi-
periodic kernel, the log-likelihood lnL(r|Θ) takes the form:
lnL(r|Θ) = −1
2
(
rTK−1r + ln detK + N ln 2pi
)
. (3)
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Fig. 4. Top: Best-fit model of our preliminary RV analysis over-plotted on the RV data of HD15337 after removing the instrumental offset due to
the change of the fibres on June 1, 2015. Second row: Phase plot showing the RV signals of TOI-402.01 (left) and TOI-402.02 (right). The best-fit
model is shown in black, and the orbital parameters and mass of the detected planets can be found in the title of the two subplots. Third row: RV
residuals after fitting our best model. The rms of the residuals of 2.17 m s−1is significantly higher than the average photon noise error of 0.9 m s−1.
Bottom: GLS periodogram of the RV residuals showing no significant signals. Although no signal is seen, the fact that the rms of the residuals is
much higher than the photon noise errors indicates that there is still significant activity signal in the residuals.
In this equation, r is the vector of residuals, in this case the
high-frequency log(R′HK) time-series minus the constant param-
eter to adjust the mean, Θ is a list of all model parameters, N is
the number of observations, and ‘det’ stands for determinant.
Before performing any analysis, we re-centred the high-
frequency log(R′HK) time-series around its mean. We tried first
to train the GP regression with either the SE or QP kernels by
letting all the parameters free to vary with loose priors, but due
to the lack of data and the bad sampling of consecutive stellar
rotation periods it was not possible to constrain τ in the case of
the SE kernel, and τ, Prot, and Γ in the QP kernel. We therefore
decided to fix those parameters.
By the analysis of activity performed in Sect. 3.3, it is clear
that the stellar rotation period is somewhere close to 36.55 days.
We therefore fixed Prot to this value. The parameter τ corre-
sponds to the average lifetime of active regions. We first tried
to use the relation found in Giles et al. (2017) that uses the scat-
ter in photometry and the stellar effective temperature to estimate
the lifetime of spots. With a TESS light-curve rms of 0.49 mmag
and a stellar effective temperature of 5131K, Eq. 8 in Giles et al.
(2017) gives a spot lifetime of 24.9 days 4, much shorter than
the stellar rotation period. This is not expected and could be due
to several problems. The relation found in Giles et al. (2017)
is calibrated for stars with rotation periods smaller than 20 days,
thus more active than HD 15337. In addition, it was based on Ke-
pler photometry, which is performed in a bluer filter than TESS,
and therefore should be more affected by stellar activity due to
spot contrast increasing towards the blue. On the Sun, the aver-
age lifetime of main active regions is about two stellar rotations
(Howard 2000). We therefore decided to fix τ at twice Prot, that
4 We note that in Eq. 8 of Giles et al. (2017) , the authors use for rms
the 2σ range of the rms, therefore twice the conventional rms.
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is, 73.1 days. Finally, we needed to set the value for Γ. Looking
at the literature, we found values for Γ of 2.2, 1.2, 2.08, and 2.0
in López-Morales et al. (2016), Cloutier et al. (2017), Damasso
& Del Sordo (2017), and Dittmann et al. (2017) respectively. We
therefore decided to use a fixed value of 2.0 here as in any case,
the exact value of this parameter is not critical.
Before sampling the posterior PDF of both GP models with
the kernels described above using the emcee MCMC, we first
initialised the different parameters to the values listed in Table 3.
We then used the scipy minimize algorithm to obtain an estimate
of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution for the different
parameters. Subsequently, we selected the priors for each pa-
rameter as described in Table 3 and performed ten independent
MCMC runs starting with the MAP solution, each of them hav-
ing four times more walkers than the number of parameters, that
is, 12 here. For each run, a tiny amount of noise (10−8) was added
to the MAP solution before starting sampling. Each run consists
of a burn-in phase of 5,000 iterations, followed by a produc-
tion phase of 100,000 iterations. We note that after the burn-in
phase, the highest likelihood solution is kept and injected, with a
tiny amount of noise (10−8), as initial condition to the production
phase.
To check that our MCMC chains properly converged, we
used the GR statistic. Within an emcee run, there are 12 chains
per parameter, corresponding to the number of selected walk-
ers; however, those chains are not independent as they cross-talk
with each other (Goodman & Weare 2010). We therefore com-
pared chains within the ten independent MCMC runs that we
performed. For each parameter, the GR statistics is computed
for all the chains of walkers 1 up to 12 in the ten independent
runs. We therefore get 12 GR statistics values per parameter. In
our case, all the GR statistics values were below 1.01, indicating
that our chains properly converged. After checking the autocor-
relation timescale for each parameter and each walker chain, we
kept only one step every 1,000 iterations. We then combined for
each parameter the chains from all the corresponding walkers
and for the ten independent MCMC runs.
In Figures A.1 we show the correlation between the different
marginalised posterior PDFs of the model parameters sampled
by our MCMC when using a SE kernel. No significant correla-
tion is observed, and the marginalised posterior PDFs follow a
well-sampled Gaussian distribution. The marginalised posterior
PDFs in the case of the QP kernel are identical. The mean of each
marginalised posterior PDF with its 68% uncertainty for both the
SE and QP kernels are given in Table 3. As we can see, the re-
sults for the SE and QP kernels are fully compatible within error
bars, and therefore in such a case, Occam’s Razor principle tell
us that the simpler model should be considered. The SE kernel
is therefore favoured, and a likely explanation for that is that the
data in hand are not well sampled at the stellar rotation period
of the star, which therefore prevents a QP kernel from adding a
significant improvement.
The GP regression model using a SE kernel with the mean
values listed in Table 3 is over-plotted on the high-frequency
log(R′HK) time-series in the top panel of Fig. 5. The two mid-
dle panels show the same result, however zoomed-in to bet-
ter highlight the GP regression during times when a signifi-
cant amount of data is present. Finally, the residuals are shown
in the bottom panel. The log(R′HK) rms decreases from 0.019
in the high-frequency log(R′HK) time-series to 0.011 in the
log(R′HK) residuals, which demonstrates that our GP regression
is able to significantly mitigate stellar activity, even though we
had to guess a value for the de-correlation timescale of the SE
kernel.
3.4.3. Gaussian process and Keplerian model fit to the RVs
In the preceding section, we show that a GP regression of the
log(R′HK) time series using a SE or QP kernel gives equivalent
results and therefore a SE kernel should be used to model stellar
activity effects as less complex. By making the hypothesis that
the covariance due to stellar activity seen in the RVs is similar
to the one seen in log(R′HK), we use the same de-correlation
timescale to model stellar activity in the RV time-series using
a GP regression with a SE kernel. Only the amplitude and ex-
tra white-noise terms are free to vary and are sampled using an
MCMC as the values for those hyper-parameters are different
between the log(R′HK) and RV time-series.
Based on the preliminary analysis described in Sect. 3.4.1,
the model used here to fit the RV data of HD 15337 is composed
of two offsets to account for the jump induced in RV by the
change of optical fibres on June 1, 2015, a polynomial drift of
second order to account for the long-term trend observed in the
data, and two Keplerian functions to account for the signal in-
duced by TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02. This model can be sum-
marised as follows:
RVi =
∑
j
o f f j +
∑
k
polyk timeki (4)
+
∑
l
Kl (cos(ωl + νi) + el sin(ωl)) ,
where i corresponds to each observation, j = [1, 2] corresponds
to different instruments, in this case two for data before and
after June 1, 2015, k = [1, 2] for a second-order polynomial,
l = [1, 2] for the two planets, Kl, ωl, and el are the amplitude,
argument of periapsis, and eccentricity of planet l and νi is the
true anomaly. In addition to this model, we use a GP regression
with a quasi-periodic kernel to account for the short-term stellar
activity present in the RVs. This kernel will be similar to the one
described in Eq. 1, with the exception that the amplitude Alog(R′HK)
is replaced by ARV and the extra white noise jitter term slog(R′HK)
is replaced by sRV. As in Sect. 3.4.2, we sample the marginalised
posterior PDFs of the model parameters with an MCMC with the
goal of maximising the likelihood function described in Eq. 3. In
this equation, r, the vector of residuals, is replaced by the RV
times-series minus RVi, our model for the RVs shown in Eq. 4.
The offsets and polynomial coefficients are initialised to
the best values found during the preliminary RV analysis
(see Sect. 3.4.1) and can be found in Table 3. The period, de-
correlation timescale, and length scale of the GP regression are
fixed due to the small amount and bad sampling of the data (see
Sect. 3.4.2) and the GP amplitude is initialised to 2.5 m/s. The or-
bital period and time of transit of the two planets are initialised
to the values found by the analysis of the TESS light curves per-
formed in Sect. 2.1 and their amplitude, e cosω, and e sinω are
initialised to the values found during the preliminary RV anal-
ysis (see Sect. 3.4.1). We note here that we sample over e cosω
and e sinω rather than e and ω, as this makes the posterior PDF
easier to sample.
Regarding priors, these are summarised in Table 3. We used
tight normal priors for the period and time of transit of the two
planets based on the results of our transit analysis (see Sect. 3.2)
as we do not expect the RV to provide more constraints on those
parameters. We also choose a Beta distribution with parameters
0.711 and 2.57 as prior for the eccentricity, as advised by Kip-
ping (2013). All the other priors are chosen uniform.
As explained in details in Sect. 3.4.2, we first searched for
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution for the different pa-
rameters and then performed ten independent MCMC runs start-
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Fig. 5. Top: Gaussian process regression over-plotted on the high-frequency log(R′HK) time-series. The rms of those data is 0.019 dex. Middle: As in
the top panel, however each subplot is a zoom on times where stellar activity is well sampled by the data. Bottom: Residuals of the high-frequency
log(R′HK) time-series after removing the GP regression. The rms of those residuals is 0.011 dex.
ing with the MAP solution using emcee and selecting four times
more walkers than the number of parameters, that is, 64 here.
Each run consisted of a burn-in phase of 5,000 iterations fol-
lowed by a production phase of 100,000 iterations. We note that
after the burn-in phase, the highest likelihood solution is kept
and injected with a tiny amount of noise (10−8) as initial condi-
tion to the production phase.
To check the convergence of the chains, we used, as in
Sect. 3.4.2, the GR statistics over the ten independent MCMC
runs. For the 16 parameters and 64 walkers, we thus obtain 1024
GR statistics values that were all below 1.01, therefore implying
that all our chains converged properly. For each chain, we se-
lected one iteration every 1,000 to remove any autocorrelation.
For each parameter we then combined the chains from all the
corresponding walkers and for the ten independent MCMC runs.
The shape and correlation of the marginalised posterior
PDFs of the parameters are shown in Fig. B.1 for the drift, off-
set polynomial, and GP amplitude parameter and in Figs B.2
and B.3 for the parameters of TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02, re-
spectively. We observe strong correlations between the offset and
the polynomial parameters, however the marginalised posterior
PDFs are well sampled. We note that those correlations appear
even though we re-centred the time-series around the time of
transit5 found by TESS before sampling the posterior PDF. For
all the other parameters no strong correlation is observed and the
marginalised posterior PDFs are also well sampled. The mean of
the marginalised posterior PDF of each parameter is reported
in Table 3 with each error being the rms of each marginalised
posterior PDF, therefore describing the 68% confidence level of
each parameter. Our RV model using those parameters is shown
in the top panel of Fig. 6 over-plotted on the data. In the middle
5 We removed from the times of observation the value BJDUTC
2458412
and bottom panels of the same figure, we can see the RV resid-
uals and their corresponding GLS periodogram, respectively. As
we can see, no significant signal appears in those RV residu-
als. The strongest signal is at 6.6 days, with a p-value of 3.4%
and an estimated amplitude of 0.44 m s−1. The rms of the RV
residuals is 1.36 m s−1, much lower than the 2.17 m s−1obtained
with our preliminary RV analysis in Sect. 3.4.1. Using a GP re-
gression with a quasi-periodic kernel therefore much more ef-
fectively mitigates stellar activity than using a linear dependence
with the high-frequency log(R′HK) time-series.
The marginalised posterior PDFs of the planetary parame-
ters of interest are shown in Fig. 7. All the marginalised posterior
PDFs present a Gaussian shape, except for the eccentricity that
shows a slight but relatively marginal skewness, and therefore
we can confidently select the mean and standard deviation as the
best estimate and 68% confident error bar for each planet param-
eter. Using those means, the planetary signals for TOI-402.01
and 402.02 are shown folded in phase in Fig. 8. The marginalised
posterior PDFs for the time of transit and period of both planets
are extremely similar to the priors used, as expected, implying
that the RV measurements do not constrain those parameters any
further. All the other parameters are compatible within 1σ with
the preliminary RV analysis performed in Sect. 3.4.1 and shown
in Fig. 4. Therefore, even if we consider in this section stellar
activity with a better model, which is confirmed by the smaller
rms of the RV residuals that we obtain, that is, 1.36 compared
to 2.17 m s−1, the impact on the derived planetary parameters is
not significant.
To verify that the GP regression fitted here does not signifi-
cantly absorb the signal of TOI-402.02, we show in Fig. 9 its cor-
responding periodogram. As expected, the highest signals mod-
elled by the GP regression are found at the stellar rotation pe-
riod and at longer periods. At 17.17 days, corresponding to the
orbital period of TOI-402.02, the GP regression absorbs about
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Table 3. Initial parameters, priors, and best solutions for the models fitted to the log(R′HK) and the RVs.
Parameter description Parameter Initial value Prior Mean of marginalised posterior PDFs with 68% confidence interval errors
Squared Exponential kernel Quasi Periodic kernel
Fit to log(R′HK)
GP for log(R′HK)
GP amplitude Alog(R′HK ) std(log(R
′
HK)) = 0.019 U(−120, 120) 0.0142±0.0027 0.0142±0.0028
GP de-correlation timescale τ 73.1 fixed 73.1 73.1
GP scale of correlation Γ 2 fixed - 2
GP rotation period Prot 36.55 fixed - 36.55
Extra noise slog(R′HK ) 0.01 U(−1
20, 120) 0.0100±0.0017 0.0100±0.0017
Constant Cte 0 U(−120, 120) 0.0017±0.0031 0.0017±0.0031
log(R′HK) high frequency residuals rms 0.011 0.011
Fit to RV
GP for RV
GP amplitude for RV ARV 2.5 U(−120, 120) 2.3262±0.4552
GP de-correlation timescale τ 73.1 fixed 73.1
Offset, drift and noise
Extra noise ( m s−1) sRV 0.6 U(−120, 120) 1.5315±0.2531
Offset data before 06.2015 ( m s−1) o f f1 -7.48 U(−120, 120) -4.0003±4.3446
Offset data after 06.2015 ( m s−1) o f f2 37.97 U(−120, 120) 40.6186±2.0401
Polynomial linear ( m s−1days−1) poly1 -8.46 10−3 U(−120, 120) -5.64 10−3±2.56 10−3
Polynomial quadratic ( m s−1days−2) poly2 -1.83 10−6 U(−120, 120) 1.35 10−6±0.38 10−6
TOI-402.01
Amplitude ( m s−1) K1 3.07 U(−120, 120) 3.1079±0.3515
Period (days) P1 4.75642 N(4.75642, 0.00021) 4.75630±0.00016
Transit time (BJDTDB - 2400000) Tc1 58411.46200 N(58411.46200, 0.00088) 58411.46201±0.00088
eccentricity parametrisation e cosω1 -3.52 10−2 B [0.711, 2.57] (−1, 1) 0.1291±0.0845
eccentricity parametrisation e sinω1 9.78 10−2 B [0.711, 2.57] (−1, 1) 0.0751±0.0897
Mass (M⊕) 7.20±0.81 (11.3%)
Eccentricity 0.17±0.09
Semi-major axis (au) 0.052±0.001
TOI-402.02
Amplitude ( m s−1) K2 2.58 U(−120, 120) 2.4819±0.4679
Period (days) P2 17.1784 N(17.1784, 0.0016) 17.1773±0.0016
Transit time (BJDTDB - 2400000) Tc2 58414.5501 N(58414.5501, 0.0013) 58414.5501±0.0013
eccentricity parametrisation e cosω2 -2.80 10−2 B [0.711, 2.57] (−1, 1) -0.0493±0.0569
eccentricity parametrisation e sinω2 -2.07 10−1 B [0.711, 2.57] (−1, 1) -0.1551±0.1197
Mass (M⊕) 8.79±1.68 (19.1%)
Eccentricity 0.19±0.10
Semi-major axis (au) 0.123±0.002
RV residuals rms ( m s−1) 1.36
0.13 m s−1. The impact of the GP on the planetary signal of TOI-
402.02 is therefore negligible and we can be confident in the or-
bital parameters derived for this planet.
We note that we also tried to adjust the same model as pre-
sented here, this time using a GP regression with a QP kernel
whose hyper-parameters were fixed to the values described in
the log(R′HK) analysis (see Sect. 3.4.2 and top of Table 3). How-
ever, like in the log(R′HK) analysis, we obtained values extremely
similar to the fit using a SE kernel, well within 1σ. Therefore, we
decided in this section to only show the results of the SE kernel
as it is a simpler model.
3.5. Combined photometric and RV analysis
To test if a combined photometric and RV analysis could better
constrain the planetary orbital parameters, we performed a com-
bined modelling using EXOFASTv2. Unfortunately, as GP re-
gression is not implemented in EXOFASTv2, this analysis does
not model stellar activity.
This combined analysis slightly improves the precision on
the orbital period of TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02 by 16 and 7%,
respectively, on the time of transit of TOI-402.01 by 1%, and on
the radius of TOI-402.01 by 7%. Also, the eccentricity of both
planets slightly decreases to 0.09 instead of 0.17 and 0.19 for
TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02, respectively. However, regarding
the planetary masses, the precision becomes worse by 26 and
33%, respectively, due to the fact that stellar activity is not ac-
counted for in this combined analysis. All the values for the dif-
ferent fitted parameters in this combined analysis are well within
1σ of the values found in our analysis of the RVs using as pri-
ors the tight constraints given by photometry (see Sect. 3.4.3 and
results in Table 3).
From this analysis, we can conclude that the benefit of per-
forming a combined photometric and RV analysis including GP
regression would be marginal. We are therefore confident that
the mass, radius, and orbital characteristics of TOI-402.01 and
TOI-402.02 stated in this paper are robust.
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Fig. 7. Marginalised posterior PDFs of the orbital parameters of TOI-402.01 (subscript 1) and TOI-402.02 (subscript 2). The planetary mass
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4. Discussion
4.1. Interior characterisation
Given the bulk densities, TOI-402.01 is dominated by a rocky
composition, while TOI-402.02 must contain volatile layers. We
performed an analysis similar to Dorn et al. (2017) to further
constrain the planet bulk properties. All the details of the anal-
ysis and key figures can be found in Appendix C. Figure C.1
and Table C.2 summarise posterior distributions of inferred inte-
rior parameters for both TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02. The bulk
densities of the two planets are significantly different. In conse-
quence, the interiors of TOI-402.01 have negligible amounts of
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volatile elements (i.e. water and gas), while there are significant
amounts for TOI-402.02.
TOI-402.01 is predominantly rocky (rcore+mantle = 0.99+0.01−0.06
Rp). The mass, radius, and bulk abundances provide information
on core size and mantle composition. We note that the bulk abun-
dance constraints do not allow the interiors to match the mea-
sured bulk density of ρp = 1.72ρ⊕. This is because the abundance
constraints favour Earth-like densities, while the bulk density of
TOI-402.01 is higher. In order to better fit the bulk density, we
relaxed the constraint on Fe/Si in a separate scenario and thereby
allowed for rocky interiors with large core mass fractions (Table
C.2). Although this scenario can fit mass and radius, it remains
unclear how such iron-rich interiors for massive super-Earths can
be formed. We note that the addition of light elements in the core
might be crucial to reconcile measured abundance constraints
with bulk density. Here, we have assumed pure iron cores for
simplicity. Further investigations are required to understand the
importance of light core elements for super-Earths.
TOI-402.02 hosts a thick atmosphere that is likely dominated
by primordial H/He. Although, mass and radius are insufficient
to determine the composition of the gas envelopes (uncertainties
on Zgas are large), considering the evolution of the atmospheres
can inform us on the nature of the gas as stellar irradiation drives
atmospheric escape and can efficiently erode thin primordial at-
mospheres of H/He on short time-scales (Dorn & Heng 2018).
In consequence, primordial H/He gas can be excluded for atmo-
spheres that are too thin in order to be stable against evapora-
tive loss. Following the work of Dorn & Heng (2018), there is a
theoretical minimum threshold thickness for a primordial H/He
atmosphere, which corresponds to the amount of gas (in H2) that
is lost on a short time-scale (here we use 100 Myr). For TOI-
402.01, assuming solar-like X-ray and UV (XUV) flux emitted
by the host star, this threshold thickness is 0.12 Rp and thus larger
than the inferred thicknesses (renv = 0.01+0.05−0.01Rp). Any H/He-
dominated layer is therefore excluded for TOI-402.01 and a pos-
sible thin atmosphere could be of volcanic origin. In the case
of TOI-402.02, the threshold thickness is 0.07 Rp and inferred
thicknesses are larger (renv = 0.1+0.06−0.05Rp) which indicates that
a primordial H/He layer on TOI-402.02 is likely for this less-
irradiated planet.
If TOI-402.01 has indeed an atmosphere, this would be in-
teresting from a theoretical point of view, since outgassing pro-
cesses are very mass dependent for some tectonic regimes (e.g.
stagnant-lid). In the case of stagnant-lid regimes, no massive
terrestrial-like atmospheres are expected for planets of ' 8 M⊕
(Noack et al. 2017; Dorn et al. 2018). A massive atmosphere of
volcanic origin could only be present if the planet is in a differ-
ent convection regime, for example with plate tectonics. Whether
super-Earths can drive plate tectonics or not is still unclear from
the variety of modelling studies (Valencia et al. 2007; Noack &
Breuer 2014; Korenaga 2010; Van Heck & Tackley 2011).
4.2. Temporal evolution under XUV-driven atmospheric
escape
The estimates in the previous section suggest that TOI-402.01
should have lost a primordial H/He envelope, whereas TOI-
402.02 should have kept it. The same conclusion is reached
when comparing the location of the planets in the semima-
jor axis–radius and semimajor axis–mass planes directly with
the locus of the evaporation valley as predicted by evaporation
models (Owen & Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney 2013; Jin et al.
2014). In Jin & Mordasini (2018), the authors predict that for
solar-like star hosts, Earth-like bulk composition planets less
massive than Mcore≈6 (a/0.1AU)−1 M⊕, which corresponds to
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Rcore≈1.6 (a/0.1AU)−0.27 R⊕, loose their entire H/He envelope
because of XUV-driven atmospheric escape. For the low-mass
close-in planets orbiting TOI-402, the total mass is approxi-
mately the same as the (astrophysical) core mass (Lopez & Fort-
ney 2014). Therefore, using the theoretical prediction from Jin
& Mordasini (2018), we find that Mcore should be at least ∼
11.5 M⊕ for TOI-402.01 to keep its H/He envelope, while it
should be at least ∼5 M⊕ for TOI-402.02. With masses of 7.20
and 8.79 M⊕ for TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02, respectively, we
thus arrive at the conclusion that the inner planet lost its entire
H/He envelope, while its outer companion kept a significant part
of it. Therefore, these two planets should be found on both sides
of the evaporation valley, which is the case given their distinct
densities, as discussed above (see also Fig. 11).
To directly test the hypothesis that evaporation has shaped
the distinct densities of the planets, we have simulated the long-
term thermodynamical evolution (cooling, contraction, atmo-
spheric escape) of the two planets. The goal is to understand first
whether the observed properties of the planets (like in particular
the large density contrast) can indeed be explained by evolution
under XUV-driven evaporation, and second to constrain the post
formation properties. Similar studies (Lopez & Fortney 2013;
Owen & Morton 2016) were conducted in the past for the plan-
ets around Kepler-36 (Carter et al. 2012) which also have a large
density contrast.
To do so, we simulated the evolution of the planets using the
Bern planet evolution model completo21 which was described
in Mordasini et al. (2012); Jin et al. (2014); Linder et al. (2019).
XUV-driven escape in the radiation-recombination and energy-
limited regimes is considered (Murray-Clay et al. 2009). The
cores have an Earth-like 2:1 silicate:iron composition described
by the polytropic EOS of Seager et al. (2007). The envelope con-
sists of H/He described by the EOS of Saumon et al. (1995). The
opacity corresponds to a condensate-free solar-composition gas
(Freedman et al. 2014).
Figure 10 shows a simulation that reproduces the observed
masses and radii at the observed age of the star. The initial con-
ditions, the final results, and the comparisons to the observed
values are given in Table 4. The most important outcome, that
is, that TOI-402.01 becomes a bare core and TOI-402.02 keeps
H/He, is immediately found without tuning the initial conditions
or model parameters away from generic values (i.e. an initial en-
velope mass of 1 to 10% of the core mass, an efficiency factor
of atmospheric escape of about 0.1 to 0.3, and a saturated XUV
luminosity of about 10−3 of the bolometric luminosity).
The only initial condition that requires some fine tuning is
the initial (i.e. post-formation) envelope mass of TOI-402.02.
The value of 0.3 M⊕ was determined by requiring that the transit
radius at 7.5 Gyr correspond to the observed value. This value
is on the lower side of what planet-formation models find for a
planet with a (core) mass of about 9 M⊕ (e.g. Alibert et al. 2005;
Ikoma & Hori 2012; Mordasini 2018), but still well within the
range predicted by models explicitly solving the governing in-
ternal structure equations (see Mordasini 2018).
For TOI-402.01, the post-formation H/He envelope mass is
in contrast not important for the final outcome (one always finds
a complete loss of the envelope) and thus remains unconstrained.
In the figure, the same value as for TOI-402.02, 0.3 M⊕, was used
for simplicity. Choosing for example a much higher initial mass
of 1.6 M⊕ (with the same core mass) also leads to a loss of the
envelope, but at a later time of about 400 Myr. The reason for
this independency is that a higher initial envelope mass means
that on one hand, there is more mass to evaporate, but on the
other hand, the mean density of the planet is also lower (Lopez
& Fortney 2014), which in turn means that the evaporation rate is
higher. This drives the system to an outcome that is independent
of the post-formation envelope mass.
In the top-left panel of Fig. 10, the radii are initially signifi-
cantly larger than today. This is mainly due to the high intrinsic
luminosity of young planets (Mordasini et al. 2017). The radius
of TOI-402.01 is initially larger than that of TOI-402.02, which
is a consequence of the identical initial envelope masses and the
lower (core) mass of TOI-402.01. The rapid decrease of the ra-
dius of TOI-402.01 at the moment when the last bit of H/He is
lost (at about 100 Myr) is also visible. This significant decrease
of the radius on a short timescale gives rise to the existence of the
evaporation valley on a population-wide level (Jin et al. 2014).
The bottom-left panel shows the corresponding mean densities.
The top-right panel displays the decrease of the H/He enve-
lope mass. We see that the envelope mass of TOI-402.02 today
is about 0.08 M⊕, about a third of the initial mass. Most of the
escape occurs as expected early on (e.g. Lopez & Fortney 2013),
when the stellar XUV luminosity is high, and the planetary radii
are large.
The bottom-right panel finally shows the total H/He evapo-
ration rate as a function of time for the two planets. During the
saturated phase - assumed to have a duration of 100 Myr (e.g., Tu
et al. 2015) - the evaporation rates are high, about 3 × 1011 g s−1
for the outer planet, and even almost 1012 g s−1 for the inner
one. The evaporation rate of TOI-402.02 nowadays is predicted
to be close to 108 g s−1. For comparison, the escape rate of the
warm Neptune-mass planet GJ 3470b was recently measured to
be about 1010 g s−1 (Bourrier et al. 2018).
In summary, we conclude that the current-day densities of
the planets and in particular the large density contrast between
them can be well explained by atmospheric escape of H/He en-
velopes surrounding Earth-like cores. The same conclusion was
already reached for another important system with planets on
both side of the valley, Kepler-36 (Lopez & Fortney 2013; Owen
& Morton 2016). There is however one interesting difference be-
tween Kepler-36 and TOI-402: in Kepler-36, the two planets are
at very similar orbital distances (difference of just 11%), but dif-
fer clearly in mass (difference of about 80%). This mass differ-
ence is the reason that the outer planet around Kepler-36 can
keep the H/He.
Here, in TOI-402, the mass difference is in contrast much
smaller (only about 20%), but the outer planet resides at a much
larger orbital distance (difference of 240%). Here, it is because
of this larger orbital distance combined with the negative radial
slope of the evaporation valley (Van Eylen et al. 2018) that the
outer planet can keep its H/He. The somewhat higher mass of
TOI-402.02 alone would in contrast not suffice to prevent com-
plete loss if the planet were to be placed at (or close to) the po-
sition of TOI-402.01.
4.3. Atmospheric characterisation
Although the present atmosphere of TOI-402.02 strongly de-
pends on XUV irradiation history ((Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003)),
our analysis of its past evolution under stellar irradiation shows
that it could have survived atmospheric escape and kept a sub-
stantial fraction of its primordial volatile envelope, about a third
of its total mass (see Fig. 10 and Sect. 4.2). Atmospheric mass
loss from TOI-402.02 decreased over time as the host star be-
came less luminous, the planet density increased (making it more
difficult for gas to escape), and the radius of its envelope de-
creased (decreasing the area over which it captures stellar en-
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Table 4. Initial conditions and results of the evolutionary calculations, and comparison to the observed values.
Planet TOI-402.01 TOI-402.02
Quantity Post-formation 7.5 Gyr Observation Post-formation 7.5 Gyr Observation
Total mass [M⊕] 7.50 7.20 7.20±0.81 9.03 8.81 8.79±1.68
H/He envelope mass [M⊕] 0.30 0.00 - 0.30 0.08 -
Total radius [R⊕] 5.73 1.71 1.70±0.06 4.45 2.49 2.52±0.11
Mean density [g/cm3] 0.22 8.16 8.05+1.93−1.61 0.55 3.14 3.02
+1.09
−0.87
H/He evaporation rate [g/s] 1×1012 0.00 - 3×1011 9×107 -
ergy). Nonetheless, its atmosphere could still escape today at a
moderate rate of about 108 g s−1.
Whether TOI-402.02 is water-rich or hosts a H/He envelope,
the composition of its escaping outflow will be dominated by
hydrogen atoms. The planet is sufficiently irradiated for water
to turn into steam, which would photo-dissociate at high alti-
tudes and sustain a hydrogen-rich upper atmosphere prone to es-
cape ((Wu & Chen 1993; Jura 2004)). The resulting exosphere
could be searched for using transit spectroscopy in the ultravi-
olet stellar Lyman-α line, which is sensitive to the neutral hy-
drogen atoms. The neutral fraction of the outflow depends on
several processes and properties (photoionization, temperature,
planetary density, etc.), but a super-Earth could have upper at-
mospheres that are almost completely neutral (Salz et al. 2016).
Escape rates of neutral hydrogen on the order of 108 g s−1 from
TOI-402.02 could be readily detected in a few transits with the
Hubble Space Telescope (see the case of GJ 436b, Bourrier et al.
2016; and HD 97658b, Bourrier et al. 2017, a planet with similar
properties and host star to TOI-402.02; see Fig. 11). The main
limitation in observing stellar Lyman-α lines resides in their ab-
sorption by the interstellar medium. The proximity of TOI-402
(45 pc), combined with its brightness and its stellar type, makes
it one of the few stars to host small transiting planets that would
allow for Lyman-α transit spectroscopy to be carried out using
the Hubble Space Telescope.
The expected signal of water vapour in transmission, for five
scale heights and assuming a bond albedo of zero and a mean
molecular weight of 20, is around a few parts per million for
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both TOI-402 planets. This signal is out of reach of present in-
strumentation, but could be detectable in the near future with the
James Webb Space Telescope or future ground-based Extremely
Large Telescopes. Searching for the signature of helium in the
upper atmosphere of TOI-402.02 could however be done with
current facilities to disentangle between a water-dominated and
a H/He envelope. Helium in the escaping outflow could be de-
tected via its near-infrared triplet, a new atmospheric tracer (Sea-
ger & Sasselov 2000; Oklopcˇic´ & Hirata 2018) that can yield
deep absorption signatures when observed at high spectral reso-
lution (Allart et al. 2018; Nortmann et al. 2018; Salz et al. 2018;
Allart et al. 2019).
5. Conclusion
We confirm the detection of the two planets transiting TOI-
402 found by TESS using HARPS RV measurements. With pe-
riods of 4.75642±0.00021 and 17.1784±0.0016 days, radii of
1.70±0.06 and 2.52±0.11 R⊕ , and masses of 7.20±0.81 and
8.79±1.68 M⊕, we find that one planet is a hot rocky super-Earth
and the other a warm puffy super-Earth. The precision on the
planetary radii is 3.6 and 4.2%, respectively. The precision on
these planetary masses is 11.3 and 19.1%, including the error
in the host stellar mass of 4.9% and in the orbital inclination
of 0.4 and 0.06%, respectively. Those values have been derived
by re-analysing the TESS photometry using EXOFASTv2, and
analysing 85 HARPS public RV measurements. The photometric
and spectroscopic analyses were performed separately, however
the tight marginalised posterior PDFs for the period and time of
transit of TOI-402.01 and TOI-402.02 obtained from photom-
etry were used as priors to the RV analysis. We note that the
host star TOI-402 (HD 15337), a K1 dwarf with effective tem-
perature 5131±74 K and log g 4.37±0.13, is a rather low-activity
star like the Sun and its RVs are affected by stellar signals at the
2 m s−1level (see the amplitude of the GP regression in Table 3).
We therefore used a GP regression to model stellar activity in the
RV time-series.
As we can see in the irradiation-radius diagram shown in
Fig. 11, the two planets lie on different sides of the radius gap
found at ∼1.8 R⊕ (Buchhave et al. 2014; Rogers 2015; Fulton
et al. 2017). The origin of this gap is not yet clearly under-
stood (e.g. Lehmer & Catling 2017; Ginzburg et al. 2018). Photo
evaporation is likely the main driver (Jin et al. 2014; Owen &
Wu 2017; Jin & Mordasini 2018), and the study of the temporal
evolution under XUV-driven atmospheric escape of the TOI-402
planetary system performed in this paper confirms this hypothe-
sis (see Sect. 4.2).
With the brightness of the host star (V= 9.09 and J= 7.55),
TOI-402 is one of the most amenable systems, with GJ 9827 (Ni-
raula et al. 2017; Rodriguez et al. 2018), to perform comparative
exoplanetology across the evaporation valley and thus help us to
better understand the radius gap.
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Appendix A: Correlation plots between the
marginalised posterior PDFs for our modelling
of the high-frequency log(R′
HK
) time-series
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Fig. A.1. Correlation between the different marginalised posterior PDFs of the parameters in our modelling of the high-frequency log(R′HK) time-
series.
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Appendix B: Correlation plots between the
marginalised posterior PDFs for our modelling
of the RV time-series
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Appendix C: Method for interior characterization
We use the probabilistic analysis of Dorn et al. (2017) for a more
detailed interior characterization. The planetary and stellar pa-
rameters inferred in this paper are used as input to the our anal-
ysis. Our data comprise:
– planet radii and masses (Tables 2 and 3),
– planet effective temperature (Table 2),
– relative stellar abundances of Fe, Si, Mg (Table 1).
We note that stellar abundances are used as proxies for the plan-
etary bulk composition (Dorn et al. 2015).
Our assumptions for the interior model are similar to those
in Dorn et al. (2017, model I) and are summarised in the follow-
ing. We consider planets being made of iron-rich cores, silicate
mantles, layers of water ice and oceans, and an atmosphere. The
interior parameters comprise:
– core size rcore,
– size of rocky interior rcore+mantle,
– mantle composition (i.e., Fe/Simantle, Mg/Simantle),
– mass of water mwater,
– amount of gas matm,
– planet intrinsic luminosity Lint,
– gas metallicity Zgas.
The prior distributions of the interior parameters are stated in
Table C.1.
Our interior model uses a self-consistent thermodynamic
model from Dorn et al. (model I in 2017). For any given set
of interior parameters, it allows us to calculate the respective
mass, radius, and bulk abundances and compare them to the ac-
tual observed data. The thermodynamic model comprises the
equation of state (EOS) of iron by Bouchet et al. (2013), the
silicate-mantle model by Connolly (2009) to compute equi-
librium mineralogy and density profiles given the database of
Stixrude & Lithgow-Bertelloni (2011). For the water layers, we
follow Vazan et al. (2013) using a quotidian equation of state
(QEOS) and above a pressure of 44.3 GPa, we use the tabulated
EOS from Seager et al. (2007). We assume an adiabatic temper-
ature profile within core, mantle, and water layers.
For the atmosphere, we solve the equations of hydrostatic
equilibrium, mass conservation, and energy transport. For the
EOS of elemental compositions of H, He, C, and O, we em-
ploy the CEA (Chemical Equilibrium with Applications) pack-
age (Gordon & McBride 1994), which performs chemical equi-
librium calculations for an arbitrary gaseous mixture, including
dissociation and ionization and assuming ideal gas behavior. The
envelope metallicity Zenv is the mass fraction of C and O in the
envelope, which can range from 0 to 1. An irradiated atmosphere
is assumed at the top of the gaseous envelope, for which we
assume a semi-gray, analytic, global temperature averaged pro-
file (Guillot 2010). The boundary between the irradiated atmo-
sphere and the envelope is defined where the optical depth in
visible wavelength is 100/
√
3 (Jin et al. 2014). Within the en-
velope, the usual Schwarzschild criterion is used to distinguish
between convective and radiative layers. The planet radius is de-
fined where the chord optical depth becomes 0.56 (Des Etangs
et al. 2008).
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Fig. C.1. Two-and one-dimensional marginalised posterior PDFs of interior parameters for TOI-402.01 (upper panel) and TOI-402.02(lower
panel): thickness of atmosphere (denv), water mass (mwater/Mp), size of rocky interior (rcore+mantle), core size (rcore), and mantle composition
(Fe/Simantle and Mg/Simantle). The prior PDFs are shown in dashed (except for denv for which no explicit prior is defined), while the posterior
PDFs is shown in solid lines. Earth-like interior values are shown in red for reference.
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Table C.1. Prior ranges for interior parameters. matm,max refers to the maximum gas mass fraction based on the scaling law of Ginzburg et al.
(equation 18 in 2016).
Parameter Prior range Distribution
Core radius rcore (0.01 – 1) rcore+mantle uniform in r3core
Fe/Simantle 0 – Fe/Sistar uniform
Mg/Simantle Mg/Sistar Gaussian
Size of rocky interior rcore+mantle (0.01 – 1) Rp Uniform in r3core+mantle
Water mass fraction mwater 10−6 – 0.5 Mp uniform in log-scale
gas mass Matm 10−11 – matm,max uniform in log-scale
planet intrinsic luminosity Lint 1018 − 1023 erg/s uniform in log-scale
gas envelope metallicity Zgas 0–1 uniform
Table C.2. Interior parameter estimates with 1σ uncertainties of the marginalised posterior PDFs.
planet TOI-402.01 TOI-402.02
interior parameter all constraints no Fe/Si constraint all constraints Earth-like value
log10(matm/Mp) −6.97+3.35−3.11 −7.42+3.27−2.68 −2.53+0.87−1.01 -6.06
Zgas 0.62+0.26−0.34 0.61
+0.27
−0.33 0.35
+0.32
−0.22 1
log10(Lint [erg/s]) 21.50+2.14−2.10 21.52
+2.19
−2.15 21.61
+2.24
−2.21 20.6
renv/Rp 0.01+0.05−0.01 0.01
+0.05
−0.01 0.10
+0.06
−0.05 0.005
mwater/Mp 0.00+0.00−0.00 0.00
+0.00
−0.00 0.10
+0.22
−0.10 0.002
rcore+mantle/Rp 0.99+0.01−0.06 0.99
+0.01
−0.05 0.77
+0.11
−0.13 0.9955
rcore/rcore+mantle 0.38+0.07−0.10 0.68
+0.14
−0.16 0.35
+0.09
−0.10 0.53
Fe/Simantle 0.72+0.56−0.48 7.74
+5.12
−5.16 0.88
+0.54
−0.50 0.17
Mg/Simantle 1.00+0.26−0.27 1.00
+0.27
−0.26 1.00
+0.27
−0.28 0.83
ρp/ρ⊕ 1.25+0.13−0.17 1.71
+0.33
−0.31 0.82
+0.25
−0.22 1
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